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Singapore Management University
History: since 2000

Population: ~7,000 students

Faculty: ~300 full time

Six Schools offering undergrad: 
1. Business
2. Accounting 
3. Information Systems
4. Economics
5. Social Sciences
6. Law

Sixteen graduate programs

LCMS Used: Blackboard-LMS



The SMU Learning Experience

• For any one term, we have 
625 sections running

• Focus on interactivity in the 
classroom (by design)

• Deliberate small classes 
– no big lectures (45 seats)

• Seminar style teaching
(1.5 hours chunk)

• Group projects (study rooms)

• Promote self-learning 



Classroom Evaluations

• Class participation 

• Project presentations 
and reports

• Self Assessment

• Focused on discussions

• Limited exam component

• Continuous assessment
- assignments, quizzes, midterms



Student Feedback

• Mid-term feedback
– University wide

– student online portal

• End of term feedback
– University wide

– Tied in to signing up for next term’s course

In both cases- timely feedback is an issue



SMU Learning Management System



Case: IS102 - CAT

• Business modeling with Excel

• Core course across the University
– 16 sections of 40+ students each

– Students from accountancy, business, information 
systems, economics and social sciences

– 13 x 3 hours of contact time

• “heavy course” with 3 assignments, midterm and 
project at the end.

• Problem: what happens in between assignment, 
midterm and during project period?



Online Journal





Learning Journal

• Keep a Weekly Journal to reflect on your learning 
experiences in the class. 
– This journal is kept in SMUVista under the Discussion area. 
– It is a private discussion area, and your journal is only made 

readable to yourself and the instructor, and no one else.”

• I suggest that you compile this journal on a weekly basis. 
It is good to spend about 20 minutes each week just to 
reflect on what is going on in the class, and what you've 
discovered after class.

• The journal is graded according to the criteria listed 
below. This grading is done at the end of the course. 



Learning Reflections using Online 
Journaling – a LMS tool

• The purpose of this journal is twofold. First, it will serve as a reflective 
guide for you as you progress through this course. As you write this 
Journal, you will be more aware of your learning journey during this class. 
You will be more involved in organizing your learning; you will be more 
cognizant of the learning tasks that you have enjoyed and learnt

Secondly, as you share your thoughts on the course, and on your learning 
journey, it helps the instructor to see himself through your eyes. It helps 
the instructor to be more aware of what he have tried to accomplish in 
class, and it helps him correct areas that you've found to be confusing or 
discouraging. Knowing these issues will help the instructor change his 
behavior towards you and toward future learners.

(see Brookfield: Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher, 1995, Jossey-Bass)



Questions for journal entry

• what have I learnt this week about myself as a learner?
• what have I learnt this week about my emotional 

responses to learning?
• what learning task did I respond to most easily this week?
• what difficulties did I encounter in this week's lesson?
• what learning activity or emotional response most took me 

by surprise this week?
• what do I feel proudest about my learning activities this 

week?
• what do I feel most dissatisfied about my learning activities



So what do the students 
write in their journals?

1. How they feel (affective)

• Expressed anxiety about personal progress

• Expressed a sense of achievement, relief or 
satisfaction on completing assignment, midterm 
and projects.

• How they feel about the 
course load

• Feelings about other fellow
students and peer learning



So what do the students 
write in their journals?

2. What they’ve learnt (process)

• Tackling the difficult assignment etc.

• Workload and timing (midterm and project)

• Likes and dislikes during class

• Learning outside the classroom

• Peer help and self learning

• New things they’ve learnt



So what do the students 
write in their journals?

3. Problems they face (learning to learn)

• What worked for them in the assignments

• What mistakes they made

• Time management

• How they think they can 
do better next time

• What they need to figure out
to do well in class



So what do the students 
write in their journals?

4. About the course, peers and instructor

• What they thought was good/bad about the 
course

• How they’ve managed to work with good/bad 
project mates

• Whether the instructor was any good

• How the course turned out to be useful for them



Engagement

1. Excerpts

2. Did all this reflection change anything?

 To the student

 To the instructor



Discussion

• Its easy – it makes sense

• Engages student in the learning process

 Do students who reflect do “better”?

• Timely feedback to instructor on how students 
cope with different parts of the course.

 Engages instructor to the student

• Sum of the student more than the course.

• Listening to all who have something to say.


